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Summary
From School Aid to Student Aid: Modernizing K-12 Funding in Michigan provides a sixpart recommendation for changes to the state’s current approach to financing public and
charter schools. The overarching theme and goal of the recommendations is to move toward a system where more funding follows the student to either public, charter, or private
schools—or to other service providers. The report provides some useful, albeit insufficiently
researched, guidance on shifting categorical funding into core funding and modifying the
state’s approach to financing programs for children with disabilities. However, it mischaracterizes literature on how and whether school finance reforms matter for school quality,
and on the benefits of school district consolidation. In addition, the report fails to recognize
the various factors that affect the costs of providing children equal educational opportunity,
and it largely ignores the realities and constraints of how schools and school systems work.
It also fails to recognize how annual budget planning and resource allocation work toward
efficiently providing high-quality educational services to children, regardless of sector or location. Accordingly, key elements of the report and its proposals are built on false promises
and assumptions and are not helpful for policymakers.
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I. Introduction
Michigan’s school finance system underwent a major overhaul in the 1990s (Proposal A),
with the intent to shift the burden and control of financing public schools away from local
communities to the state. While Proposal A resulted in some short-term improvements to
funding equity, those gains backslid in the decades that followed and the state found itself
unable to fully replace local property tax revenues with state revenues. Meanwhile, Michigan has experienced a combination of enrollment decline and charter school expansion.
A recent Mackinac Center for Public Policy report, From School Aid to Student Aid: Modernizing K-12 Funding in Michigan, by Ben DeGrow, provides a mixed bag of policy recommendations related to creating a portable, statewide student-based funding formula. 1
While expanded choice is not the primary emphasis of the report’s narrative or recommendations, the report asserts: “Michigan should focus on tying education dollars more directly
to student needs and choices and on empowering educator flexibility to meet changing local
needs.”2
The report extols the virtues of funding portability at a later point. 3
Elements of the proposal in the report are largely built on weak and, at times, illogical justification. Some of the more reasonable elements of the proposal—such as shifting categorical
funds into general funds,4 or providing appropriate cost adjustment for at-risk children5—
could have been justified in rigorous empirical research from school finance but were not.
Other elements of the proposal were not justifiable, such as arguing that increased portability of student-based funding to support expansion of charter and private school choice
programs is a rational response to long-term, statewide declining enrollments. In fact, dispersing students more widely across increasing numbers of institutions while larger shares
http://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/mi-funding
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of institutions fall below efficient operating scale makes little sense. This approach also increases transportation costs and complexity. Further, expanded funding of private providers
does little to enhance and much to compromise financial transparency.

II. Findings and Conclusions of the Report
The report makes a six-part recommendation for reforming Michigan’s school funding formula that has not been substantively changed since the 1990s. The six elements of the proposal are:
1. Push more funding back into core funding and reduce categorical grants;
2. Remove current boundaries on school choice programs, permitting students to take
their dollars anywhere in the state;
3. Replace a single fall count day of enrollments used in calculating funding with an Average Daily Membership (ADM) count; 6
4. Report financing in connection with outcomes;
5. Adjust per-pupil core funding to address additional costs and needs of at-risk students;
6. Increase state control over special education funding by:
a. Creating state-defined costs of services associated with special education students
(to be portable across schools or service providers); 7
b. Limiting additional local taxes, replacing them with pooled revenues, to reduce
inequities in spending on services across regional service providers (Intermediate
School Districts, or ISDs).

III. The Report’s Rationale for Its Findings and Conclusions
The report makes two general arguments to set the stage for the need for reform. First,
that enrollment in Michigan’s public district schools (such as those in Detroit) and in many
private schools has declined, even as charter schooling has generally expanded through the
years. Second, that the usual reform strategies have not worked to reduce long-run costs,
improve efficiency, and improve school quality. Among the strategies the report maligns and
discredits are increased school funding, centralized or top-down teacher evaluation reforms,
and school or district consolidation.
The report also provides detailed critiques of specific elements of the Michigan school finance formula, such as increased inequities in special funding resulting from local taxation
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and varied spending across intermediate districts (ISDs), as well as inequitable spending
across district and charter schools.8 The report asserts that the proposed reforms to school
funding policy in Michigan will improve efficiency, transparency, portability, and flexibility
of local decision making.9

IV. The Report’s Use of Research Literature
Although the report is reasonably sourced for the most part, it significantly misrepresents
some of the research literature. Two specific problem areas are 1) the misrepresentation of
evidence on whether increased spending on schools can drive substantial improvements in
outcomes, and 2) whether there are benefits—efficiency gains or cost reductions—that result
from school and/or district consolidation.
The report asserts, referencing a 2016 Mackinac study, “Simply giving schools more money
to spend is unlikely to drive substantial improvements in student outcomes.” 10 In an NEPC
Review of the 2016 Mackinac study, however, I explained that the report’s analyses lacked
many important elements of the more rigorous peer-reviewed studies it attempted to discredit and, rather than actually studying a period during which substantial reform occurred
and funding increased, the Mackinac study evaluated a period over which those funding
increases largely faded and inequities re-emerged. 11
The report also cites a state-funded study as a basis for implying that large investments yield
minimal gains. The study projected that each additional $1,000 spent would add only one
percentage point to the percentage of students proficient in reading and math. The problem
is that the cited study does not apply methods that could be used to draw such a conclusion. 12
A far more rigorous growing body of research has led quite decisively to the conclusion that
increased funding through school finance reforms is a particularly effective way to improve
student outcomes.13
The report also addresses whether school district consolidation can lead to cost reductions.
Presumably, this topic is included because expansion of choice programs by adding more
small startups in a context of enrollment decline does the opposite of consolidation. Therefore, if consolidation has benefits, expanding choice under these circumstances might not.
Although this is not explicitly stated, the report attempts to discredit consolidation as a
useful strategy.
The report cites (and correctly reports) an article by Duncombe and Yinger 14 that finds potentially significant cost savings from consolidating very small (<300 pupils) school districts. The report correctly points out that these findings are less relevant to larger districts
and more populated spaces in the state. 15 The report goes on to counter-argue that larger districts tend to have more formalized management bureaucracies, increasing costs, decreasing
parental involvement, and be controlled by more powerful interests, including labor unions.
It cites these claims to the same Duncombe and Yinger article. But Duncombe and Yinger’s
reference to these concerns is in the introduction to their paper, referring to claims by others
regarding diseconomies of scale faced by large districts. 16 Duncombe and Yinger’s own analhttp://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/mi-funding
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ysis that follows does not find empirical support for these claims. The current report sows
this confusion to conclude “Precisely forecasting the effects of consolidation is difficult.” 17
The report also touches on research literature to conclude that top-down attempts by states
to reform district personnel policies have generally failed,18 and, more generally, that “topdown reforms, no matter how promising or grounded in good evidence, often fail to produce
widespread improvements in teaching and learning.” 19

V. Review of the Report’s Methods
No particular methods or analyses are included in the report.

VI. Review of the Validity of the Findings and Conclusions
The report’s overall conclusion is that the state of Michigan should implement its proposed
six-part plan to improve portability, efficiency, flexibility, and even to some degree equity
of school funding. It does not base these conclusions on any simulations of the proposals,
but rather on a selective review of the literature and characterization of flaws of the current
Michigan school finance system.
I address each element of the proposal below:

1. Increase core funding
Increasing core funding, or specifically, shifting money from increasingly onerous categorical grants, can be an effective strategy for improving efficiency. 20 Constraints on categorical
grants may in fact induce inefficiencies, as Duncombe and Yinger found in a 2011 study of
California school districts. They concluded that “school district efficiency is undermined by
the state’s current emphasis on categorical instead of unrestricted aid.” 21 This article provides perhaps the strongest justification for the report’s proposal to fold categorical grants
into core funding.

2. Remove choice boundaries
If the policy objective of the school funding proposals is to use portability of funding to expand choice options, then this policy recommendation on its face would also appear to make
sense. The reality is that whether or not policy imposes boundaries on who can choose to go
where to school, geography still imposes limits on available choices. Families tend to choose
schools as much based on geographic access and convenience as on measures of purported
school quality.22 This is as true in the densely populated Detroit metropolitan area as anywhere. 23
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The influence of location on choice can be mitigated by improved fully funded and accessible student transportation.24 But doing so can substantially increase overall costs and the
complexity of student transportation services.25 Making choice equitable and accessible by
significantly reducing geographic barriers (above and beyond artificial boundaries) may require significant additional funding.

3. Eliminate count days and target funding to “real” student needs
Although the proposal seems innocuous, the report’s explanation reveals a misunderstanding of how state school finance formulas, and annual budgeting in district, charter, or private
schools, actually work. First, the report is correct to suggest that the student-based funding
should be determined by some count of students enrolled as opposed to daily attendance. 26
Either a single day fall count method or an average of enrollment membership over time can
capture this.
What the report fails to consider is that data are used in a formula where aid is calculated
and budgeted in the spring for the coming year.27 Schools and districts plan for how many
students they are expected to enroll and serve, based largely on prior year(s) data. They need
to assign classrooms and set staffing levels for the year ahead. This is how efficient, effective
budget planning (including effective hiring practices) works—or at least is intended to work.
Enrollment-driven aid doesn’t change day-to-day or month-to-month based on family moves
in or out of the district during the current year, even when based on Average Daily Membership (ADM) (though some states do make mid-year adjustments to aid based on updated
counts). Sometimes state tax collections come up short and states “prorate” the aid given
to schools and districts, leading to mid-year adjustments. But in general, state aid allocations and local district budgets are planned on an annual basis. The same is generally true
in private schools. Thus, the statement in the report, “The switch from multiple count dates
to an ADM system would ensure dollars more closely follow students throughout the school
year”28 naively assumes a system that does not and cannot efficiently exist. This is especially
true for a system where 100% of funding is sensitive to enrollment, not merely the state aid
share.

4. Report finances in connection with student outcomes
Providing parents more useful information to guide their choices for their children might
be helpful. It also may be useful for informing taxpayers who are providing the revenues to
these systems. But while this element of the proposal appears sound, showing in simple and
transparent ways how financial resources are used to create better outcomes is easier said
than done. Attempts to apply facile analyses presenting how much was spent and what test
scores were achieved, without regard for other factors influencing costs and outcomes, most
often leads to erroneous conclusions. 29
Further, it is generally the case that transferring larger sums of public financing to private
providers (which includes charter schools and their management companies) significantly
reduces transparency of financial reporting, including related-party transactions. 30 Michi-
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gan is no stranger to these issues and concerns.31 More detailed reporting on “how dollars
are spent at the school building level” will not uniformly occur under an expanded choice
model, as it has not, even in the most tightly governed charter systems. 32

5. Adjust funding for at-risk students
The report suggests providing additional funding for at-risk students, but hedges on defining exactly who these students are and addressing how much would actually be needed
(or how to determine how much would be needed) to appropriately serve these children.
The report disparages the usefulness of counts of students qualifying for free lunch (<130%
poverty income threshold), pointing instead to a list of factors presently considered in state
policies.33 It then suggests an additional 35% of the standard allocation, noting that figure to
represent “a compromise recommendation between analysts’ cost estimate of desired educational resources and surveys of local teachers and school administrators.” 34
Meanwhile, a sizeable body of rigorous research literature addresses the additional costs
associated with providing equal educational opportunity to children from low-income families, as well as other factors that affect the costs of providing equal opportunity to all children, regardless of where they live or attend school. 35 The report defers to a 2017 brief by
Roza and colleagues that provides no useful or substantive guidance on costs, cost factors,
magnitudes, or methods. 36

6. Guarantee options to students with disabilities
As with at-risk children, any system of weights for determining costs for children with disabilities should be based on rigorous cost analysis, not merely some political compromise,
historical artifact, or best guess. Some recent studies of costs done on behalf of states have
paid particular attention to additional costs for children with disabilities and how those
costs interact with other student characteristics. 37
Limiting local contributions that distort spending across ISDs and local districts may also
improve equity in service delivery for children with disabilities. However, whether assigning
valid cost weights to children by disability leads to actual options and adequate services for
them through a choice system is an unanswered question.

VII. Usefulness of the Report for Guidance
of Policy and Practice
This report is not without some useful critiques. Creeping categorical aid can be a problem
that requires reconsideration. Inequities in special education services resulting from how
local resources flow to ISDs may also be a problem requiring further investigation. Beyond
that, if the state wishes to engage in school funding reforms to provide more equitable and
adequate schooling to the state’s children, the state should recognize that money does matter and that it costs more to achieve higher than lower and broader than narrower outcome
http://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/mi-funding
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goals. The state should look to more rigorous analyses done in other states (e.g., Kansas,
Vermont, and New Hampshire) addressing the costs of achieving desired outcome goals,
and how those costs vary across children and settings. The present report lacks any insights
or useful guidance in this regard.
A simple fiscal impact analysis could be conducted to determine effects of shifting from a
fall count to Average Daily Membership (ADM) and the likely effects of removing formal
boundaries from choice sets, which may or may not lead to significant change. The state
should avoid creating facile user interfaces to provide parents or taxpayers information on
spending and outcome differences across schools, since these more often misinform.
Finally, policymakers in Michigan and elsewhere need to recognize that the rhetoric of
“funding children not systems” is simply not rooted in reality. Children’s education is provided by various levels and types of systems. When we think about how to best finance the
services children need to thrive and succeed, we must be cognizant of the ways in which
those systems operate; how they plan for, organize, and use financial, human, and capital
resources; and how they are set up not only to serve those attending here and now, but also
for future cohorts and generations of children. Finance models that support the efficient operation of those systems will better serve children’s educational interests over the long term
than superficial proposals built on false promises and assumptions.
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APPENDIX A: Understanding Costs and Needs
in State School Finance Systems
Most authors who credibly and rigorously study how education costs for providing student
equal opportunity to achieve common outcome targets vary recognize that not all costs vary
1:1 at the student level. The following table, from a study done for the Vermont legislature,
explains the types of factors affecting cost and the levels at which they vary. Any well designed, equitable school funding formula would account for each of these, not only for those
factors that operate at the individual student level such as those that determine specific
programmatic needs for specific students (e.g., ELL and special education). Even the effects
of child poverty on student outcomes and costs operate both at the individual and collective
levels. The additional costs of adding a child from a low-income background to a school that
already serves a community of concentrated poverty may differ from adding that student to
a school that does not. The Vermont study, among others, also finds that costs for children
with disabilities differ by the poverty concentration of setting. It is overly simplistic to assume that each child has a child-specific cost of providing them equitable services, without
consideration of context.
Table 1. Commonly Understood Cost Factors in K-12 Education

A second misperception presented in the Mackinac report is that all costs are variable at the
student level. That is, as students come and go, the money should come and go with them,
and budgets adjust in real time accordingly. This is a core premise of funding students rather than systems. But reality doesn’t work that way, whether for public district, charter, or
private schools or even only for service providers (which may have some more flexibility,
though not necessarily without compromising quality).
Student-based funding generally supports institutions that serve students—not the students
directly. Within those institutions, some costs vary at the student level, others at some group
level (such as sections of classes or grades), others at higher levels (such buildings or programs), and others at even more centralized levels (such as district centralized or even regional services). Not all costs shift with the coming and going of individual students, and
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certainly not within a budget year. 38 Effective and efficient annual financial planning and
human resource management require predictability and stability, and long-term planning
for capital needs require them even more so. These are unavoidable considerations for ensuring equitable, high-quality provision of publicly accessible goods and services, whether
they are publicly or privately provided. These unavoidable considerations are invariably,
conveniently, overlooked in nearly every “fund children not systems” proposal.
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